Ready for action

MADE FOR
AUSTRALIAN
WILDLANDS

A range of innovative
fabrics developed by
Techs for fighting
Australian bushfires

www.techs.es

PROTECTION + COMFORT
After analysing the intensive
Australian wildland fire
conditions, Techs has developed
a range of fabrics specifically
designed for the demanding
nature of fighting Australian
bushfires. The range also lends
itself to other strenuous work
environments, eg. police, rescue
and defence.
The fabrics are a blend of Lenzing
FR and aramid fibres.

The intimate blend of fibre
technologies provides the
VULKAN fabrics with inherent
fire retardant properties and the
perfect balance between
• certified fire protection (fully
tested to ASNZ 4824 standards)
• strong tensile and abrasion
performance
• breathability and fluid wicking
for body heat managment to
reduce heat stress (vital for
Australia’s hot & humid climates).

The VULKAN range consists of
5 fabrics offering a complete
wildlands garment solution
–including a ripstop bottom
weight, a ripstop stretch, knitted
jersey and a shirting weight, all
available in a full range of colours
applicable to Fire & Rescue
Services across Australia.

Founded in 1923, SANTANDERINA
is a leading family-owned
Spanish company in the
textile industry with our own
in-house production. We produce
23.1 million metres each year
exporting 70%.

TECHS® is the business line
within SANTANDERINA developed
exclusively for corporate wear,
work wear, protective wear
and military wear. Our TECHS®
line offers innovative, bespoke
solutions for all customers
and users (fire fighters, police
officers, military forces, forest
rangers, welders, etc). Our strong
commitment to research and
a close collaboration with our
technical fibres and chemicals
suppliers make it possible for
TECHS® to constantly develop
new textile solutions.
Over the years, our experience
has granted us international
recognition in terms of quality,
service, adaptability and
innovation.

ASNZ 4824

TEXTIL SANTANDERINA, S.A.
Cabezón de la Sal, Cantabria, Spain

In accordance with our policy of
continous product improvement,
TECHS® reserves the right to amend
product design and specification
without prior notice.
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